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Legend of sword and fairy 4 ending

The Legend of Sword and Fairy is a favorite RPG series of fans from SOFTSTAR Entertainment, the most beloved RPG series in Greater China. Since the first title in the series was released in 1995, seven titles in total have been released, with Sword and Fairy 6 as the 8th and most recent adventure. Sign in to add this item to your wish list, follow it or mark it as uninterested
SPECIAL PROMOTION! The offer ends January 5Th Since the birth of the ancient god Shen Nong, the nine springs of Jiuquan have anchored the heavens and the Earth. Each of the Jiuquan possesses supernatural powers, and each is a fountain of energy and life for the universe. In the War of the Three Tribes, the Beasts were defeated by the coalition of men and gods. The
Beast tribe retreated to the World of Demons and since then the Gods, Demons, and Humans have lived in isolation. After the war, Shen Nong and Jiuquan disappeared from the world, and as time flowed... The legend of Jiuquan has been lost. Yue Jinzhao and Yue Qi arrive on the West Side, looking for something they have lost -- what they will find in return is an ancient secret
discovered. Elsewhere, a sleeping Gargantuan beast wakes up in the sea -- rising to the sky, and bewildered by the voice in her head. In the martial world, factions fight for control: True Martial Alliance, Risen Soul Saints, Hengdao Society and demonic fish... Who are the real brains behind traps, cunning plans and evil plans? Fates will unfold and unfold as sacrifices are made... in
the celebration of life. [Dual Combat System]:d it a fusion of real-time and turn-based dual combat modes, with both modes capable of being freely selected by players. [Battle formations]:Add more variety to enemy battles. In normal combat, players can control a character, and use formations to execute skills to break through enemy defenses or do damage. Players can go
commands for things, such as a focused attack, priority to heal, etc. There are also special modes, such as aerial combat and remote shooting. [Difficulty]:D slow, normal and difficult ificultations are available for selection. The difficulty will be available after the first playback. Players can also reduce difficulty during the game - once the difficulty is reduced, it cannot be changed.
(Players who reduce their difficulty cannot challenge the ultimate hard boss in their first playthrough.) [Loaded attack]:d says a new special attack system. Using MP accumulated during the fight, players can use either Technique,Harmony, or Slash Loaded Attacks and turn the battle wave! [Surprise attack]:p the pews can attack enemies during combat encounters. Players will do
surprise attack damage depending on the difference between the player's and the enemy levels. If the party leader is of a much higher than the average enemy level, a surprise attack can even be an instant victory without going into battle. [Scenario fights]:D Cursoring Boss Scenario The fight can take place directly after finishing the cutscenes without switching modes or entering
a meeting screen. This is a new storytelling mechanic introduced for the first time in the series. [Explore Jumps]: Characters can freely explore the map, looking for secret spots and paths. Maps and stages are larger and have more vertical space than ever before, with mysterious elements waiting to be found. These items not only have special effects, but also increase the
reputation of the player, which can be used to exchange costumes and titles. [Transmogrify weapon] :p layers can shape the appearance of their weapons at their will. Players will be able to change the appearance of their weapon to another that they already have, while the basic statistics of the weapon remain unaffected. As weapons are presented in real time in the game,
players dictate not only fashion, but also how their battles and skills look during the fight. [Reputation]: Granted by completing quests from NPCs, items can be exchaged with different factions if reputation requirements are met. Faction-specific elements can be exchanged with particularly high reputation. [Meridian System]: Each character in the game has 3 souls with their own
different attributes. Players can customize the characters by choosing different attributes in those souls. Each selected node has different effects, and hidden special effects can be found if the right nodes are selected. [Mini-games event]: Various mini-games are scattered throughout the game. Puzzles, traps and games can be played using character-specific stage skills. With the
free exploration that the game world offers, players can discover hidden events and even find secret objects. [Stage Skills]:Each of the six main characters has their own stage skills that can be used. Players will need to use these skills to overcome certain puzzles and traps. Jinzhao's Fly Sword Yue allows players to fly over obstacles to reach places impossible to travel
otherwise. Minimum:OS: Windows 7 / Widows 8Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 3.0GHzMemory: 4 GB RAMGraphics: NVidia 9800(512Mb)DirectX: Version 9.0cStorage: 20 GB Available Space Recommended:OS: Windows 7 / Widows 8 Processor: Intel Core i5 2.8GHzMemory: 4 GB RAMGraphics: NVidia GeForce GTX 560 or AMD Radeon HD 6870 (RAM1GB)DirectX: Version
9.0cStorage: 20 GB available space Sword Legend and Fairy 4Developer (s) Softstar Technology (Shanghai) Co, Ltd.Publisher(s)Softstar Entertainment Inc.SeriesThe Legend of Sword and Fairy seriesPlatform(s)Microsoft WindowsRelease1 August 2007 (Taiwan)1 August 2007 (China)Gen(s)Role-playing video gameMod Single playerThe Legend of Sword and Fairy 4A劍俠傳俠
傳Simplified Chinese剑传MandarinHanyu PinyinXiānjiàn Qíxiá Zhuàn Sì Legend of the Sword and Fairy 4 is an action role-playing game by Softstar Technology (Shanghai) Co. Ltd. It's the fifth installment in Legend of the Sword and Fairy (or Chinese Paladin) video video series, and serves as a prequel to the third game. The game incorporates elements of wuxia, shenmo and
fantasy. Yun Tianhe plot (?), a young man who lived alone on a mountaintop, was on a regular wild boar hunting trip when he came across the young woman Han Lingsha (韓菱紗), from a clan of short-lived tomb raiders, trying to break into the grave of his parents, culminating in the destruction of the tomb, and setting him on a journey alongside Lingsha to the outside world to
discover his parents' past. On this journey, they met and befriended the shouyang magistrate's adopted daughter, Liu Mengli (梦璃), who appeared to have ties to Tianhe's father, and a skilled and good sword master who trained at the Qionghua School of Kunlun Mountain from an early age, Murong Ziying (慕). Characters The names of four characters played in the game Sword
Legend and Fairy 4 (or Chinese Paladin 4) came from the ores. Yun Tianhe Yun Tianhe (in the second language), who lives alone in the mountains after the death of his parents, and knows nothing about the outside world. He decided to go on an adventure after he came across Han Lingsha in his parents' grave, to learn about his parents' past and in the hope of becoming master
of the sword. He later joined Qionghua with Lingsha, where his parents met and trained two decades ago. Going through all sorts of suffering after leaving home, Tianhe never changes his mind that he can conquer fate and live a life of his choice. In the end, Tianhe fulfilled his dream, but paid the price of the loss of sight. The name Tianhe comes from amazonite. Han Lingsha Han
Lingsha (韓菱紗) came from a clan that had been living in funeral raids for generations. He's good at geomancy and breaks down the barriers in the grave. Because her clan was bothering the dead, the ghosts were angered, which led to the fact that the Han people were short-lived. Thus, Lingsha went on an adventure to find ways to live longer. She met Tianhe in his parents'
grave and persuaded him to go on a trip together. The name Lingsha comes from the cinnabar. Liu Mengli Liu Mengli (璃) is the adopted daughter of the magistrate of Shouyang, who is the true identity of the demon king. 19 years ago, she was seriously wounded in the war between The Qionghua School and the world of demons, and was saved by Tianhe's father. She was later
sent to the home of a county magistrate, and was raised there as a human child. To find out her true identity, Mengli joined the journey of Tianhe and Lingsha. The name Mengli comes from lapis lazuli. Murong Ziying Murong Ziying 慕, he is a descendant of Yan's royal family. He was a sick child, so his parents sent him to Qionghua School to be healthy. Learning the art of the
sword at an early age and being intelligent, Ziying a master of a skilled sword. He is good at casting the sword, and also the maintenance value of the swords. The name Ziying comes from the amethyst. External Links (in Chinese) Official Legend sword and fairy site (in (in Softstar's website (in Chinese) Official Chinese Paladin Online site retrieved from
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